Prep/1 Visit to the Police Station

On Wednesday, the 23rd of May, Prep/1 walked to the Childers Police Station as part of their unit to meet community helpers.

Senior Constable Frank Lawler showed the students around the Police Station. He talked about the radio and allowed some students to speak to the Bundaberg Police on it.

Prep/1 all fitted into the lock-up and tried out the hard bench, which is used as the bed. There was also a toilet and water fountain in the room as well as a camera which allows the officers at the station to see what the person inside is doing.
Students looked at the police car and tried out the radar gun. Everyone said it was the most fun part of our morning.

The students all tried on a Police high visibility vest and one of the Police hats. Everyone enjoyed the visit and learnt how police officers are important community helpers.